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UBC Ergonomics Guidelines for Computer Workstation for Designers  

Category Guideline  
Coordination Contact UBC’s Ergonomics Advisor: 2-9040 or ergonomics.info@ubc.ca   

Desk Depth Depth of computer work surface is ≥30” if placing equipment on the desktop 

Depth of computer work surface is ≥24” if keyboard tray available 

 

Desk Height Adjustable (electronic/pneumatic preferred): 22” to 48” for sit-stand options 

If work surfaces are fixed, set height at 28.5” and provide peg/brackets for height 

adjustments. Provide option for keyboard tray & ensure installation is possible-avoid 

bars under desk 

Provide ≥1 electronic/pneumatic height adjustable desk as common resource (if 

using fixed height desks at individual workstations) 

 

 Desk Width Front edge of computer work surface (desk) is ≥28” width   

Under desk width ≥30” wide for ADA preferred; at minimum ≥26” to provide space for keyboard tray   

Under desk depth ≥23.5”–Leg clearance  

Keyboard tray ≥26” width (sufficient space for keyboard and mouse) 

Mouse level1 with keyboard; no knob height adjustable; removable palm rest 

 

Monitor  Height and tilt adjustable 

User should have control over location on desk 

If large iMac (high on desk) are used, monitor arms will be necessary 

 

Monitor-glare Provide sufficient blinds with user control 

Position monitors between banks of lights & perpendicular to window (reduce glare) 

 

Chair 

 

See pre-approved list or refer to checklist criteria below 

Height Adjustable: 15 to 22” (may need option for taller/shorter chairs) 

Seat Depth2: depth adjustable preferred (16 to 20”) or option for smaller seat pan  

Backrest Height: ≤17.7”-support for shoulders 

Lumbar support: Height adjustable required3 & sufficient support so that it does not 

flatten out with weight against it; depth adjustable preferred  

Backrest Angle: Allow upright and at least 15ᵒ reclined posture. 

Dynamic recline: must have tilt lock or sufficient tension control to support the user  

Seat Width: 19” (with option for narrower chair or armrests that come in closer) 

Armrest Height: Adjustable (74 to 11”) & removable (unless they can go low enough 

so as not to interfere with pulling in close to the desk);  

Armrest Width: Adjustable preferred if the distance between armrests can adjust 

between 15 and 20” or provide option for narrower seat pan 

Footrest must be provided if user’s feet do not rest firmly and comfortably on the 

floor. 

 

 

                                                           
1 Articulating swivel up mouse platform may be acceptable if it keeps mouse close and is easy to switch between 
the right and left 
2 as measured with the BIFMA chair measuring device 
3 Either lumbar support or backrest height can be adjustable 
4 If armrests do not go lower than 8” they should be removable 
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